
� The Snappy range is the most effective way to increase
productivity for drilling and fixing.

� For use with power drills and screwdrivers and compatible with
direct-drive 1/4” hex shank power bits.

� The spring-loaded Quick Chuck fitted to a drill, enables the
Snappy range of tooling to be interchanged quickly.

� The most comprehensive range of quick change tooling on the
market.

HAND-DRIVER
This Quick Chuck with sturdy plastic handle, allows the
use of Snappy shank direct drive tools.  Supplied with
a magnetic screwdriver holder and No. 2 Pozi® bit. 

SNAP/HAND/1__________£8.50

STANDARD QUICK CHUCK

The Snappy system starts with the Quick Chuck.  This is
fitted into a standard 3/8” key or keyless chuck.  Snappy
attachments or any direct drive 1/4” hex bits can then
‘snap’ in effortlessly.  Six flats on the shank ensure precise
location in the chuck.  A sprung-loaded outer sleeve
makes it easy to remove attachments.

SNAP/QC ____________________£8.50

SDS+ SHANK QUICK CHUCK

For SDS plus drills.  Hammer action must be switched off
when used.

SNAP/QCSDS ______________£11.50

MINI QUICK CHUCK

A mini version of the Snappy Quick Chuck with a diameter
of 16mm.  Accepts 1/4” direct drive tools.

SNAP/QCMIN ______________£8.50

STANDARD TYPE

RUBBER GRIP CHUCK

With tapered rubber grip.

SNAP/QCR ____£9.50

DIRECT SHANK FITTING

RUBBER GRIP CHUCK

Replaces existing chuck on drill.  For drills
with 3/8”-24 UNF spindle thread only.

SNAP/QCRD ____£9.50

Ball Bearing
locates in
narrow neck of
Snappy shanks

Outer retracting
sleeve is sprung
loaded to
release tools

Quick Chuck shank has
6 flats for quick and
positive location in
standard three jaw
chuck or keyless chuck

Recessed to allow
adjustment of drill
length in Snappy
drill countersinks

Compression
spring

Look for this
logo on your
tool packaging!

HOW DOES THE QUICK CHUCK WORK?

EXTRA LONG CHUCKS

Two extra long chucks 75mm (3”)
and 150mm (6”) in length with
smaller diameter head (18mm),
to give ease of access.  These two
chucks will accept both direct drive
and insert type bits.  Can be fitted
to the Quick Chuck or directly into
drill chuck.

SNAP/QC3 (75mm) ____£9.50

SNAP/QC6 (150mm)__£10.50

SNAPPY MAGNET

QUICK CHUCK

Magnetic 50mm (2”) long chuck
which accepts Snappy shank
fitting and Insert screwdriver bits.
(Magnet will hold wood screws
when used with Insert bits.) 

SNAP/QCM __£8.50

HAND DRIVER SET
Comprises of a hand driver and a
31 piece bit set.

SNAP/DRV/SET ______£13.50

Snappy attachments
or any direct drive 1/4”
hex bits, can then
‘snap’ into the Quick
Chuck and are held
positively in place.

A spring-loaded outer
sleeve in the Quick
Chuck, makes it easy
to remove attachments.

The Quick Chuck is
fitted into a drill, with a
standard 3/8” key or
keyless chuck.  Six flats
on the shank ensure
precise location in the
chuck.

For 5/16” Yankee® Spiral ratchet screwdrivers.
The Quick Chuck replaces a standard bit and
then enables Snappy tools to be used.

SNAP/QCYL ________£11.50

YANKEE® SHANK QUICK CHUCK

QUICK CHUCKS
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